Heteronuclear diatomic force constants clarified through perturbation theory II.
A simple relationship between the heteronuclear diatomic force constant (K(AB)) and the homonuclear diatomic force constants (K(AA), K(BB)), which was proposed in a previous report, has been improved through the second-order perturbation theory as K(AB) = zeta3(K(AA) x K(BB))(1/2); zeta = (R(AA) x R(BB))(1/2)/R(AB) where zeta denotes the correction factor in which R(AB), R(AA), and R(BB) are the equilibrium internuclear distances of diatomic molecules AB, AA, and BB, respectively. To test the above expression, a large number of heteronuclear diatomic force constants have been calculated and compared with those obtained from normal coordinate analyses as well as ab initio quantum mechanical methods (Gaussian 98W). We have found that the above modified expression better reproduces the force constants of most heteronuclear diatomic molecules than the previous expression. It is therefore expected that the expression may also be applied to the prediction of stretching force constants between heteronuclear diatomics in various polyatomic molecules.